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Introduction

Ecosystem-Disease Model

An overlooked effect of ecosystem eutrophication is the
potential to alter disease dynamics in primary producers, inducing disease-mediated feedbacks that alter net
primary productivity and elemental recycling. Models in
disease ecology rarely track organisms past death, yet
death from infection can alter important ecosystem processes including elemental recycling rates and nutrient
supply to living hosts. In contrast, models in ecosystem
ecology rarely track disease dynamics, yet elemental nutrient pools can regulate important disease processes including pathogen reproduction and transmission. Thus,
both disease and ecosystem ecology stand to grow as
fields by exploring questions that arise at their intersection. However, we currently lack a framework explicitly
linking these disciplines.We developed a stoichiometric
model using elemental currencies to track primary producer biomass (carbon) in vegetation and soil pools, and
to track prevalence and the basic reproduction number
of a directly transmitted pathogen. This model, parameterised for a deciduous forest, demonstrates that anthropogenic nutrient supply can interact with disease to
qualitatively alter both ecosystem and disease dynamics.
Using this element-focused approach, we identify knowledge gaps and generate predictions about the impact
of anthropogenic nutrient supply rates on infectious disease and feedbacks to ecosystem carbon and nutrient
cycling.

Simulations
Predicting the influence of disease and nutrient supply on the temporal dynamics and feedbacks within a forest
ecosystem by comparing cases when the infection is or is not present. Feedbacks between infection prevalence, soil
N, vegetation C, and transmission play out over hundreds of years. Based on empirical evidence from many plant
diseases, the maximum C: N is assumed to be lower in infected than in healthy vegetation [1, 2].

Schematic diagram

Parameters

Demonstrating impacts of transmission on the ecosystem, soil, and vegetation. The transmission rate threshold corresponds with a bifurcation where the disease-free
equilibrium and an endemic equilibrium exchange stability and the basic reproductive (R0 ) number passes the
value of 1.
β(Q∗I )S∗
R0 =
δI
where Q∗I and S∗ are the solutions for these state variables at the disease-free equilibrium.
Depicting the response of disease dynamics and ecosystem properties to increasing total ecosystem N. Panel
(a) shows the contribution of the two components of the
R0 equation to changes in ecosystem N; (b) shows the
long-term transient dynamics in soil N with increasing
ecosystem N.

The parameterization presented describes a 350-yearold deciduous forest ecosystem.
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